
Project Name: Powder transfer (holding silo to buffer 
hopper)
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Lean Six Sigma Green Belt Project Storyboard

Project Type: Increase powder transfer rate per hour Industry: Dairy Manufacturing 

Problem: The 2015 Powder transfer rate is lower than the bulk and 

Avapac packing line capabilities of  5 and 7 tones per hour respectively. 

This  leads to higher labour and rebagging costs to process the powder 

than if the packing line capabilities were being achieved.

Baseline: Average powder transfer rate of 4.9 tones per hour was being 

achieved during the 2015 season.

Goal: Increase the Powder transfer rate to 6 tones per hour. 
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The histogram 
analysis identified a 
mean of 4.9 and a 
standard deviation of  
0.6 tones in the 
Powder transfer rate 
which indicated an 
issue with variation or 
consistency of the 
process 

The fishbone analysis illustrated the different factors impacting on 
the transfer rates and the box plot identified automation timings as 
a big hitter  

The process map helped 
identify each step where 
automation timings could 
be optimised. Daily analysis of Avapac throughput results 

will highlight any variation in powder 

transfer rate

• After a series of controlled experiments
automation timings were optimised.

• The Set-up process was revised to ensure
a mistake proofed method of centring the
orifice plate

• Valve seals which were reducing vacuum
strength were replaced and are now on an
annual PM

• A more durable longer life Valve seal is
also being sourced

Average Powder transfer is now at 6.1 
tonnes with SD reduced to 0.4 tonnes 


